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Questions asked across the patient journey
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Which treatment did 
patients choose after 
diagnosis?

Which patients chose 
which treatments?

How many patients 
experienced the outcome 
after treatment?

What is the probability I will 
experience the outcome?

Does treatment cause 
outcome?

Does one treatment 
cause the outcome more 
than an alternative?

What is the probability I will 
develop the disease?



Complementary evidence to inform the patient 
journey

Clinical 
characterization:

What happened to 
them?

Patient-level 
prediction:

What will happen 
to me?

Population-level 
effect estimation:

What are the causal 
effects?

inference causal inference

observation
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Why should I bother?



BMJ 2003

# OF RCTs = 0

Why ‘real world’ evidence?
1.When RCTs are not possible …



Prieto-Alhambra D et al. Ann Rheum Dis 2011

• Over 20,000 TKA patients
• Over 3y median follow-up

Study completed in just under 1 year …

How long would it take you to recruit 
and follow-up?

Why ‘real world’ evidence?
2.The data is out there …



Prieto-Alhambra D et al. Ann Rheum Dis 2011

Why ‘real world’ evidence?
2.The data is out there …

Prieto-Alhambra D et al. CTI 2012



Why ‘real world’ evidence?
3.External validity

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
• >70 year old
• Woman
• …



Why ‘real world’ evidence?
3.External validity
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REGULATORS HAVE A POINT (OR TWO) J

• Lack of evidence on certain population subgroups
• Adherence and persistence in actual practice
• On vs off-label use
• Risk Minimisation Measure/s Effectiveness

None of these can be assessed in RCTs or observational studies 
other than using ‘real world’ (routinely collected) data



Actual Drug Users vs RCT participants
How big is the gap?

C Reyes et al. Osteoporos Int 2014



Adherence in RCT (Vigor 

study) vs “real life” 
Rofecoxib users in CPRD 

[TV Staa PLoS One ‘09]

Adherence in the real world … vs RCT



Persistence in actual practice conditions …

N = 127,076 SIDIAP participants, Cat, Spain
Carbonell C et al. Calcif Tiss Int 2015.

3-year persistence
In pivotal RCTs

Was >90% for all these
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THE NEED - The European context

• Different healthcare settings
• Different funding systems
• Different conditions of use for medicines
• …

• And hence the importance of EU-wide DUS for the EMA
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A previous example – EU-ADR Alliance
Multi-country Population Level DUS
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The EU DUS challenge
Interoperability

Analytical method

Application to data

Japan

North America
Southeast Asia

China

Europe

Switzerland Italy

India

So Africa Israel

UK



What can (and should) be improved?

• Automation of common processes
– Data curation, analyses

• Speed -> from 1-2 years to 1-2 days
• Reproducibility
• More complex analytics
• Visualisation/s



28

EHDEN USE CASE 1 - DUS

UC1 – DUS

ANALYSES/ TOOLS - Population level (incidence, prevalence)
- Patient level (adherence, % with contra/indications)
- Treatment pathways
- Dose / Indication: NLP
- Secular trends (RMM)

DASHBOARD/S
VISUALISATION

- Sunburst / Sankey plots
- Interactive filters/zoom
- Subgroup stratification
- Patterns over time



What evidence do we want to generate?
Pharmacovigilance

Niklas Norén
Chief Science Officer
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lookoutOn
the

f o r  t h e unexpected?



Humility

Generic analysis
strategies

Broad scope



Individual case reports



By the millions



Hard to spot



Hard to assess



Whose risk?

vs
228 267



vs
67 39



Denominators
Longitudinal

Secondary use
No causality assessment

Observational health data

+
-



Signal detection in electronic health records



Signal strengthening in electronic health records



Risk group identification in electronic health reccords



Over the counter

Primary vs
secondary care

On the market?
Recorded?

SCOPE



Enough data

on patients
at risk



Speed & 
Cost efficiency?



Iteration and exploration



What evidence do we want to generate?
Patient-level prediction

Patrick Ryan
Janssen Research and Development
Columbia University Medical Center
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A candidate for predictive modeling?

• Fairly common disease (~80-110 cases per 100,000 person-
years; lifetime risk ~5-13%)

• Serious prognosis following initial diagnosis
– Though technical advances have greatly decreased mortality and 

improved quality of life

• The earlier the diagnosis, the higher likelihood of an effective 
treatment



Would you use this model in clinical practice?

Model

Person ‘at risk’ 
for disease

Predicted to 
have disease

Predicted to not 
have disease

Opportunity:
• Patients predicted to have disease who 

are confirmed and can obtain more timely 
treatment, reducing disease-related 
mortality  

Challenges:
• Prediction is imperfect

• 10% False positives – induces 
unnecessary worry and results in 
extra tests to refute model finding

• 20% False negatives – provides 
inappropriate reassurance, potentially 
delaying timely treatment

• Model is not interpretable by a non-expert
• Results can be uncertain







Amongst a target population of 1000 patients, 10% of the patients 
experience the outcome during the time-at-risk



Without predictive modeling, EVERYONE has a 10% risk and outcomes 
are randomly distributed across the population



A prediction model can rank all 1000 patients by their predicted 
probability of experiencing the outcome

Largest 
probability
p=0.82

1000. 
Smallest 
probability
p=0.0001

2nd Largest 
probability
p=0.81

10th Largest 
probability
p=0.65

100th Largest 
probability
p=0.42

250th Largest 
probability
p=0.27
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Choosing a threshold on the predicted probability can operationalize the 
model results into a decision-making criteria 

If threshold set at p=0.65, 10 would 
be predicted to have the outcome 
and 990 would be predicted to not 
have the outcome…

Of the 10 predicted positive, 6 did 
have the outcome…

True condition 
positive

True condition 
negative

Predicted 
positive

6 (TP) 4  (FP) Precision = Positive 
predictive value 
= 6/10 = 60%

Predicted 
negative

94 (FN) 896  (TN) Negative predictive value 
= 896/990 = 91%

Sensitivity = 
Recall 
= 6/100 = 6%

Specificity
= 896/900 = 
99.6%

Accuracy
= (6+896)/1000 = 90%
F1 score
= 2/(1/6%)+(1/60%) = 11%



Different thresholds offer different tradeoffs in operating characteristics

If threshold set at p=0.27, 250 would be predicted to have the 
outcome and 750 would be predicted to not have the outcome…
Of the 250 predicted positive, 62 did have the outcome…

True condition 
positive

True condition 
negative

Predicted 
positive

62 188 Precision = Positive 
predictive value 
= 62/250 = 25%

Predicted 
negative

38 712 Negative predictive value 
= 712/750 = 95%

Sensitivity = 
Recall 
= 62/100 = 62%

Specificity
= 712/900 = 79%

Accuracy
= (62+712)/1000 = 90%
F1 score
= 2/(1/62%)+(1/25%)=35%



What are the key inputs to a patient-level prediction study?

Input parameter Design
choice

Target cohort (T)

Outcome cohort (O)

Time-at-risk

Model specification
-which model(s)?
-which parameters?
-which covariates?



Types of prediction problems in healthcare
Type Structure Example

Disease onset 
and progression

Amongst patients who are newly diagnosed with <insert 
your favorite disease>, which patients will go on to have 
<another disease or related complication> within <time 
horizon from diagnosis>?

Among newly diagnosed AFib patients, 
which will go onto to have ischemic stroke in 
next 3 years?

Treatment choice Amongst patients with <indicated disease> who are 
treated with either <treatment 1> or <treatment 2>, which 
patients were treated with <treatment 1> (on day 0)?

Among AFib patients who took either 
warfarin or dabigatran, which patients got 
warfarin? (as defined for propensity score 
model)

Treatment 
response

Amongst patients who are new users of <insert your 
favorite chronically-used drug>, which patients will <insert 
desired effect> in <time window>?

Which patients with T2DM who start on 
metformin stay on metformin after 3 years?

Treatment safety Amongst patients who are new users of <insert your 
favorite drug>, which patients will experience <insert your 
favorite known adverse event from the drug profile>
within <time horizon following exposure start>?

Among new users of warfarin, which 
patients will have GI bleed in 1 year?

Treatment
adherence

Amongst patients who are new users of <insert your 
favorite chronically-used drug>, which patients will achieve 
<adherence metric threshold> at <time horizon>?

Which patients with T2DM who start on 
metformin achieve >=80% proportion of 
days covered at 1 year?



Coffee Break




